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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Carrier Battlegroup puts you in command of a US Navy carrier task force operating against the Soviet fleet in the North Atlantic in the 1980’s. This is a solitaire game, played in scenarios. The player must accomplish the scenario’s Objective, which will be generated at random at the start of the scenario. 
You, the player, must manage your carrier, its air group, and your escorts. As you operate your battlegroup, you will encounter various Soviet warships, aircraft, missiles, and unexpected opportunities and objectives. These are represented by Incident chits. 

The game presumes that you are seeing the situation from the bridge of an aircraft carrier. Carrier operations are shown in considerable detail, while other US Navy and opposing Soviet actions are more abstracted. 

The possibility of running into enemy forces will be increased via the Alert Level, representing how much the Soviet Navy’s command is concentrating its resources against your task force. When contact is made with enemy forces, you will go to the game’s Tactical Routine to resolve combat. A scenario ends when you reach your Objective, where you must use your boldness to accomplish the final objective. 

2.0 GENERAL COURSE OF PLAY
Each game of Carrier Battlegroup is called a “scenario,” a contest against the game in which you, the player, must fulfill the objectives of a mission. A scenario can be played individually or linked together with other scenarios in a series called a Campaign Game.
 
Your overall objective is to move your task force from the NATO Base printed on the map to the Mission Objective Space, and complete certain tasks there. You, the player, command a US Navy Nimitz class aircraft carrier and its aircraft, as well as escorting ships and auxiliaries. The player also officiates the actions of various Soviet (enemy) forces which must be executed via the procedures designated in the Sequence of Play and other game procedures.
 
Carrier Battlegroup uses a turn-based game structure. During each turn, you can perform a variety of actions: movement, intelligence, logistical, operational, etc. During each turn, you will usually pick Incident chits; these will generate various enemy and friendly forces, random events, and other eventualities. 

There are two general groups of Soviet forces you will face: 
1) Those represented by Soviet Battlegroups (BG), and
2) Incident forces, which will be generated by Incident chits. 

When opposing forces are in contact, you refer to the Tactical Routine to resolve the battle. 

2.1 Scale
Each turn represents 12 hours. Spaces are about 60 nautical miles apart. Most warship counters represents one ship. Aircraft represent squadrons, and missiles represent groups of weapons. 

2.2 Important Definitions
The following terms are used throughout the rules.

Battlegroup (BG): A group of Soviet units conducting some game action together. 
Cargo: Crew and Gear which can be transported aboard USN ships. 
Die Roll Modifier (DRM): A number added to a die roll to change the outcome. 
Draw or Draw at Random: Pick at random from the designated chit pool.
Incident Pool: An opaque container in which the Incident chits are kept until drawn and played. 
May: You can choose to take the action or not.
Must: You have to take the action.
Pool: An opaque container used to place game markers such that they may be drawn at random. 
Revealed: This refers to a marker or unit which is face up. 
Unrevealed: A marker or unit that is face down. You reveal a marker or unit by flipping it face up. 
Roll Against (a value): Roll a number of dice equal to the stated value. Depending on the game function, you will succeed on certain designated die rolls.

Example: You are instructed by a rule to roll against Anti-Air Strength. You have a Gunnery value of “4” with a particular unit, so you would thus roll four dice.

Select: Sort through the counters and choose the one you want.
Soviet: General term for all enemy forces, including ships and coastal defense units. These are played by the game system.
Standoff Weapons: All missiles and air units. 
Task Force (TF): A group of US units conducting some game action together (CVBG and BG function along the same general lines, but the terms are different to provide distinctions at points in the rules).
USN: A general term for player-controlled US air units, surface ships, and submarines. 
Warships: All surface and submarine ships. 
You: The player. When a rule instructs “You” to do something, then that means you will be executing some procedure.

2.3 Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used throughout the game:
1) Task Force Markers
CVBG: USN Carrier Battle Group
SBG: Soviet Battle Group

2) Naval Units
CVN: Nuclear-powered Aircraft Carrier (these are indicated with a nuclear symbol)
CV: Aircraft carrier
CVL: Light carrier
BBG: Iowa class battleship with missile capability
BC: Battlecruiser 
CGN: Cruiser (missile armed, nuclear powered; indicated with a nuclear symbol) 
CG: Cruiser (missile armed) 
DDG: Destroyer (missile armed) 
DD: Destroyer
FFG: Frigate (missile armed)
AO: Sustainment ship.
SSBN: Nuclear missile armed submarine
SSGN: Missile armed nuclear submarine
SS: Diesel attack submarine
SSN: Nuclear-powered submarine (these are indicated with a nuclear symbol) 
Maskirovka: False report of a ship

Note: The USN AO and BBG units are used only in the optional rules. 

3) USN Carrier Aircraft 
A: Attack
F: Fighter
F/A: Fighter/Attack
COD: Carrier Onboard Delivery
E/A: Electronic warfare
KA: Carrier based aerial Refueler
S: ASW (anti-submarine warfare)
SH: Helicopter

4) Soviet Aircraft
Mig: Mikoyan
Yak: Yakovlev
Il: Ilyushin
Ka: Kamov
Tu: Tupolev

5) Ground Bases Aircraft
KC: Aerial Refueler
P: Patrol

6) Carrier Systems
CAG: Commander Air Group
CIC: Combat Information Center
EW: Electronic Warfare

7) Landing Parties
M.E.U.: Marine Expeditionary Unit
SEALs: Sea-Air-Land Naval Unit

2.4 Randomization Procedure
Certain game actions will require you to choose units, a Navigation Line (for purposes of movement), or some other item via the Randomization Procedure. To do this, assign each possibility a number equal to a die roll outcome, roll one die, and use that choice. 
3.0 COMPONENTS
The game is complete if it includes one game map; one Counter Sheet (228 game pieces), these rules and charts. Players must provide themselves with at least one six-sided die for resolving random events and combat, but a bucket of dice would be useful.

3.1 The Game Map 
The game map includes various displays, explained as follows:

The Operational Map: This is a map of the North Atlantic and its littoral where you sail your CVBG.  The map shows a series of Attack Routes, Transit Lines (the white lines that connect the Attack Routes) with Plotting Spaces. You place ships (and other units) in the Plotting Spaces and move along these Navigation Lines during movement. There are also Bases wherein you can perform various logistical actions. 

Terrain Effects Chart: This explains the various types of terrain. 

Ship Display: This is a graphic representation of the US Navy aircraft carriers. Each Carrier Display has the following Systems.

CIC: This is a measure of the efficiency and skill of the leadership and equipment. 
CAG: This is a measure of the efficiency and skill of the carrier’s air group.
Flight Deck: This is the number of air units which you can launch and then land from a carrier in a single combat subroutine. 
Hangar: This is the number of air units which may be carried by the carrier. You place aircraft which are on the carrier in hangar spaces. 
Air Defense: This is the efficiency of surface to air missiles (SAMs) and Close in Weapons Systems (CIWS). This is used for anti-air fire (against enemy air and missile units). 
Propulsion: This generates your speed. It is the basic number of spaces your carrier can move in a turn. 
Electronic Warfare (EW): A general evaluation of the ship’s sensors and electronic warfare systems. It is used for Intelligence and determining the Tactical Edge. 

Note: Values of carrier Systems may change in the course of a Scenario, and are indicated by a marker.
 
Hull Integrity: This shows the relative damage to the ship.
Crew: This is additional crew and equipment which the carrier may be carrying. 
Task Force Tracks: This is a graphic representation of your overall task force’s ability to operate.
CVBG Fuel: This is the fuel capacity of non-carrier units in the CVBG. Fuel is expended to give non-nuclear ships max speed, and during break-off attempts. 
CVBG Ammunition: When any non-carrier task force engages in anti-surface or anti-submarine combat, you expend one ammunition point. 
Logistics Points: This is your current level of Logistics Points (LP). LP are used to purchase aircraft, cruise missiles, crew, fuel, ammunition, and other items. The Logistics Points track is printed on the lower left corner of the map
Miscellaneous Displays: These displays are used to track various other game functions:
USN Task Force (TF) Display: This is a convenient place to keep USN ships in your task force.
Soviet Battlegroup (BG) Display: This is a convenient place to keep Soviet ships represented by SBG markers.
Alert Level: this is a track with numbered spaces in which you measure the Soviet Navy ability to respond to your actions. 
Tactical Display: This is where you resolve combat.

3.2 Combat Units 
Units represent various naval forces which can engage in combat. There are two general types of units: warships and standoff weapons. 

All units have information printed on them, defined below as follows: 

Class, Name or Type: The nomenclature of that unit or weapon
Anti-air combat (AAA): The unit’s ability to shoot down enemy aircraft and missiles.
Anti-surface combat (SC): The unit’s ability to sink enemy surface ships. A bracketed combat strength is ignored in the standard rules; it is only used in the optional rules. 
Anti-Submarine combat (ASW): The unit’s ability to sink enemy submarines.
Defense: This is used to absorb hits during naval battles. 
Speed: This is used determine maximum movement. 
Electronic Warfare: The units ability to influence action with its electronic warfare systems.

3.3 Ship Units
There are three general types of warships:

US Navy Aircraft Carriers: These are represented in detail by both a counter on the map and the carrier display. 

Other Warships: These represent various USN and Soviet naval vessels. All their information is printed on each counter itself.
 
Submarines: These function as warships, but defend differently. 

Nuclear Propulsion: Certain units have a symbol in the lower right corner indicating that they use nuclear propulsion.
 
Designer’s Note: Soviet aircraft carriers were, during this era, extremely limited in their ability to project airpower. They were only equipped with VSTOL jets and helicopters for antisubmarine operations. In fact, the Soviet “Kiev” class aircraft carrier was less effective than a World War II CVE in terms of its air complements. Hence, their depiction in the game as a modified form of surface warship. 

3.4 Standoff Units 
There are two general types of Standoff Weapons, air units and missiles.

Air Units: There are two general types of aircraft, carrier based and land based (which can only be based on land).

Missiles: are standoff units, distinct from but similar to air units.

Coastal Defense Units: represent Soviet shore missile batteries, minefields and coastal craft (such as missile boats). 

3.5 Function Markers
Markers are used to indicate the status of various game systems, listed as follows: 
Mission Orders Chits: These provide you with your scenario objective. 
Leadership CIC, Leadership CAG, Hull, Propulsion, Crew, Air Defense Weapons, Hangar, Flight Deck, EW: These tell you the status of each of these ships’ systems. Place them on the corresponding index of the Ship Display for any present USN aircraft carrier. 
Crew: Personnel and equipment trained in repair of damage. 
EW: This represents additional EW. 
Flight Deck: Veterans running the flight deck and air maintenance personnel. 
M.E.U.: US Marine Corps expeditionary unit. 
SEALS: USN special operators. 
Camera Crew: They publicize your heroic deeds. 
Top Gun: Superior pilots.

Designer’s Note: Your carrier is assumed to have its normal crew complement; these counters represent additional specialized crew and equipment.

3.6 Miscellaneous Markers
These markers are provided as indicators or memory aids:
Alert: Indicates the current Soviet (Soviet Navy) level of action against you.
Battle: Indicates the position of a naval combat. 
Battle Group: Position of Soviet ships. 
Cripple: Indicates a unit which has taken a critical hit.
Damage: Indicates the number of points of damage inflicted in a unit. 
SEAD: Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (see optional rules). 
Task Force: Position of US ships. 
Time: Represents the current game turn. 

3.7 Incident Chits
These represent various events you will run into during your mission. There are several types of Incidents, explained more thoroughly on the Incident Chart. They have their Revealed side on the front and Unrevealed on the reverse. 

3.8 Extra Markers
Additional units are provided so players can develop their own scenarios. 
 
3.9 Backprinting of Markers
Hit markers have two sides: Damaged and Crippled. Use whichever side is necessary to indicate a ship’s afflicted status. You may feel free to construct your own extra Hit markers if you need them.

4.0 SET UP (INITIAL DEPLOYMENT)
Follow these steps in this order to set up the game:
1) Determine your Scenario Orders: Shuffle all the Order markers face down. Then draw one at random; place it face up in your Orders box printed on the map. Then remove the rest of the Objective markers from play (do not mix them in with the Incident chits) and read the Orders Chart.

2) Set the Game Turn Length: The Orders Chart will indicate the number of turns in the scenario.

Note: Certain game events will increase or decrease the number of turns. 

3) Place the Soviet Alert Level Marker: Consult the Soviet Initial Alert Level Chart to determine the starting space to place the Alert marker on Alert Chart. 

4) Place Soviet Forces

a) Place all Soviet warships in one Pool.

Note: Do not set up the Soviet SSBN submarine unit unless playing The Hunt for Red Oktober (Red Submarine) scenario (see 25.0).
 
b) Place all Soviet standoff weapons (aircraft, missiles) in a second Pool (they will be deployed via Incident chit draws, only). 
c) Determine the placement of Soviet SBGs: the number of SBGs to be placed equals the scenario start Alert level. 
d) For each SBG, roll one die; pick that number of Soviet units from the warship Pool and place them, face down, in the holding box corresponding to that SBG.
e) Then place the SBG as follows:
If the Navigation Line has six or fewer spaces: Roll one die and place the SBG that number of spaces distant from the Objective.

If the Navigation Line has 12 or fewer spaces: Roll two dice, total the results, and place the SBG that number of spaces distant from the Objective.

If the Navigation Line has 13 or more spaces: Roll three dice, total the results, and place the SBG that number of spaces distant from the Objective.

Note: If a die roll would place the SBG in the same space as the NATO Base, or in a space higher than the number on that Navigation Line, then simply re-roll.

More than one SBG may end up in the same space. 

Note: You will end up with from one to three SBGs on the map, each containing one die roll’s worth of units in its corresponding SBG box. These may be revealed later in the game, but for now, keep them face down. 

f) Place the pools of remaining Soviet ships and standoff weapons near the map; they will be drawn from in the course of play.

5) Soviet Coastal Defense Units: Some scenarios will designate a number of Soviet coastal defense units to be placed in the Objective space. For this, draw that number face down, and place them in that base (still face down). Then, place all remaining defense units aside, unrevealed. They are out of the scenario. 

6) Select your Carrier: You automatically select: Nimitz Class CVN-68. Place the markers for the ship’s various systems as follows:

Carrier Systems Values	
CIC Leadership	Roll one die
CAG Leadership	Roll one die
Hangar	8
Flight Deck	6
Air Defensive Weapons	3
Propulsion	6
EW	5
Hull	12
Crew	8


Note: CV-59 and its associated markers and CVBG display are only used in optional game variants. 

7) Determine your Escorts: Roll one die for the Escort Selection Table on page R14. This will give you additional warships. You can choose which ships within an individual class.

Example: “2 x destroyer” means you can choose two DDG, or one DDG plus one DD, or two DD.

Exception: You can never choose more than one Aegis CG per each task force.

8) Select your Aircraft, Crew, Missiles, and CVBG Logistics: Your mission will give you a designated number of Logistics Points (LP) with which to purchase these items. Items that are purchased are placed into the USN CVBG-1 holding box (and the CVBG-2 holding box, if playing with the optional aircraft carrier).

9) Place Your Task Force (TF): Place your task force according to the following steps:

a) Place the CVBG marker in the NATO Base Area space (in Britain). 
b) Place all warships in the CVBG-1 holding box (and/or the CVBG-2 holding box, if playing with that optional rule).
c) Place carrier aircraft on the carrier Hangar track (one per box, up to its capacity) and/or on the NATO Base.
d) Place land based aircraft in the NATO Base Area space.
e) Place all crew in their respective Crew boxes on the ship display tracks. 
f) Place standoff units without an aircraft carrier silhouette (cruise missiles) under the warships that are designated to hold them (see the Cruise Missile rule; 15.1). Warships capable of carrying cruise missiles are indicated with a white cruise missile silhouette printed just above the bow of the ship depiction.

10) Begin Play of the Game: Proceed to the first turn and use the Sequence of Play.

5.0 SEQUENCE OF PLAY 
A scenario consists of a series of turns. When you reach the last turn, the game ends. Each turn consists of a number of “Phases” that are always to be conducted in the order listed below:

1) Intelligence Phase: You may attempt one “Intelligence” action. This will possibly allow you to examine enemy forces or change the Soviet Alert level. 

2) Logistics Phase: You may attempt to do any or all of the following, in any order:

a) Repair Damage: This may be done at sea, or more efficiently in a USN naval base. 
b) Replenishment: If your CVBG is in the same space as a NATO Base, then you can expend unused LP to purchase additional forces and capabilities. 
c) Trade Cargo: Switch Cargo markers between ships in the same space (assuming they are of the type which can carry the cargoes).


Note: If you chose a Logistics Phase, then you must skip the following Movement Phase (exception; see 9.3). 

3) Movement Phase: You may move your CVBG a number of spaces up to the CVBG movement allowance (see the Movement rule). Nuclear powered ships may always move their max speed; however, non-nuclear ships may move up to their cruise speed; they can be moved max speed by expending one Fuel per warship. 

Exception: Regardless of all other factors, your CVBG may move only as fast as its slowest unit. You must cease movement when entering a space with a SBG, or certain other spaces per the Terrain Effects Chart. 

4) Incident Phase: During the Incident Phase, you must conduct the following (unless your task force is at a NATO base). Pick a number of Incident chits from the pool equal to the current Soviet Alert level. Follow the instructions on the Incident Chart for each of the incidents. If you pick any Soviet units, this can trigger combat (see the Combat Phase). 

5) USN Launch Phase: You may launch any standoff weapons (aircraft or cruise missiles) from your CVBG or land bases, moving them to a target space, during this phase.
 
6) Combat Phase: Refer to the Tactical Routine if your CVBG is in the same space as any Soviet units, or if any aircraft or cruise missiles you launched during the preceding USB Launch Phase are in the same space as any Soviet units. 

7) Objective Phase: If your task force is in the same space as the Objective, you may take any special actions called for by Mission orders for the Objective Space. 

8) Recovery Phase: You must land all NATO air units which had flown missions (during the USN Launch Phase) at this time. Air units may be moved to and/or from the flight deck and hangars.

9) Victory Phase: Increase and/or decrease the VP level as a result of USN and Soviet casualties. 

10) End of Turn: Advance the Turn marker one space. Repeat sequence of play until you have completed your mission Objective or until the last game turn of the scenarios.

6.0 SOVIET ALERT LEVEL
The initial Alert Level is determined by rolling per the Alert Level Chart. Add any relevant die roll modifier(s) listed on the Orders Chart. 

Note: The Alert Level may go up or down according to certain game events and Intelligence actions. These are listed on the Alert Level Chart. 

6.1 Maximum & Minimum Alert Levels
The Alert Level may never be reduced to less than one. It may never go higher than six. If some combination of events would both raise and lower it at the same time, then use the difference of the two values.
 
6.2 Alert Effects
The Alert Level affects initial set up (see 4.0). Additionally, during the Incident Phase, the Alert Level will generate the number of Incident markers to be picked, as per the Alert Level Chart, and affects the die roll for the Contact Table (during Combat). 

7.0 CVBG (Aircraft Carrier Battle Group) 
Your task force initially consists of one Nimitz class carrier, plus the ships assigned by the Mission chart (plus aircraft, etc). The CVBG marker is used to keep track of the location of your task force while it is on the map. Generally, you must keep all ships in your CVBG together throughout the mission (although some optional rules allow for specific exceptions).

Note: A second aircraft carrier, representing the USS Forrestal (which operated with the Nimitz in the 1980’s), is included for future game variants. 

8.0 LOGISTICS
You conduct Logistics actions during the USN Logistics Phase, allowing you to perform the following functions:

Ammunition: To be rearmed, the CVBG must be in the same space as a NATO Naval Base. There is one Ammunition track for all ships in your task force. However, optional AO (Replenishment Ship) rules allow for rearming outside of base.

Fueling: To be fueled, the CVBG must be in the same space as a NATO Naval Base. There is one Fuel track for all ships in your task force. However, the optional AO (Replenishment Ship) rules allow for fueling outside of base.

Designer’s Note: While most carriers were nuclear powered, escorts were not, so they needed to be refueled. Thus, there is only one track for your task force.

Repairing: This can be conducted anywhere, but is enhanced if your CVBG is in a NATO base. 

Aircraft Reinforcement: Aircraft purchased after initial deployment are placed on any NATO base. You can later fly non-land based aircraft to carriers. 

Cruise Missile Reinforcement: Cruise Missiles can be placed only if in a NATO base.

8.1 Initial Deployment Exception
If a scenario starts the task force at sea, it is not required to be in a NATO base for its logistics (this is assumed to have been done prior to start of the mission).

9.0 OUTFITTING YOUR TASK FORCE
You are provided with a specific value of Logistics Points (LP) which may be spent like currency to purchase “Cargo”. Unused LP are saved and may therefore be used during any Logistics Phase. You may use them to purchase Cargo during any Logistics Phase, but only if your task force is in a NATO Base.

Exception: Land-based aircraft may be purchased even if your CVBG is not at a NATO base.
 
9.1 Costs
The Cargo Table on page R7 lists the LP cost and general function of each type of Cargo. You may pick up additional Cargo in the course of a scenario by way of various Incidents, or if you are in a NATO Base. 

Note: There is no limit to the amount of Crew. But you cannot exceed your Hangar value for aircraft. 

Regardless of the cost of Cargo, the quantity of Cargo markers in the game is a design limit. You can not exceed that number. However, if Cargo is expended or destroyed, re-place the marker in the available box, and you can gain it again via the Replenishment procedure. 

Note: If any cargo is purchased, skip your Movement Phase for this turn (unless outfitted by a Cargo Aircraft; see 9.3).

9.2 Cargo Types
The following items are known and termed collectively as “Cargo” (in other words, carried by ships):
Fuel
Ammunition
Aircraft
Special Crew
Cruise Missiles
EW Enhancement
Air Defensive Weapons
When Cargo is purchased, you must immediately place it as listed below:

Aircraft (Land-Based): On any NATO base. (these cannot be placed on an aircract carrier). 

Aircraft (Carrier-Based): In the carriers’ Hangar space (these cannot be placed on a NATO base).

Special Crew: In the carriers’ Crew space. 

Defensive Weapons: Simply raise the carrier’s Defensive Weapons rating by one (per purchase). 

EW Enhancement: Simply raise the carrier’s EW rating by one (per purchase). 

Cruise Missiles: Place under any specific unit that is carrying them. Each type of unit can carry a specific limit of cruise missiles, listed as follows:
BBG: 	3
CG Aegis: 	2
DDG: 	1
SSGN: 	2
Others: 	0

CVBG Fuel: Simply raise the CVBG Fuel Track rating (but only if the CVBG is currently in the same space as a NATO Base).

CVBG Ammunition: Simply raise the CVBG Ammunition Track rating (but only if the CVBG is currently in the same space as a NATO base, or per 9.3, or if an optional AO ship is present in that same space). 
 
9.3 Cargo Aircraft
If you have a Cargo aircraft (COD) on your carrier, then you can automatically conduct replenishment of Fuel, Ammunition, Cruise Missiles, and Crews, but only if the CVBG is within a number of spaces equal to that aircraft carrier’s range of a NATO base (this does not require you to actually fly a mission, it’s assumed to be done).

If a CVBG is exclusively replenished via a Cargo aircraft, the Movement Phase of that game turn is not skipped.

10.0 REPAIRING
You can conduct Repairs to restore carrier systems, and to remove damaged markers, explained as follows:

Carrier Repair: This involves moving the marker representing carrier systems back to the point where they were at the start of the scenario. You can never “repair” a ship attribute to higher than its maximum printed attributes on the track of the Ship Display.

Damaged Repair: This involves removing Damaged markers. 

Note: Crippled markers may never be removed. 

10.1 Repair Procedure 
Check for each unit individually. You must roll a number of di(c)e equal to the total on the Repair Chart on page R16, and consult the listed outcomes for that roll.

Note: If any repair is conducted, skip your Movement Phase for this turn (unless the repair is an aircraft unit).

10.2 Where You Can Repair
 You can repair anywhere but you get a bonus for being in the same space as a NATO base. 

10.3 Aircraft Repair
Damaged aircraft can be repaired during any Logistics Phase per the procedure outlined under rule 10.1. Doing so does not prevent normal movement during the Movement Phase. 

10.4 Special Crews
Damage Control and Flight Deck Crews can provide extra die rolls when rolling to repair. See the Logistics Tables.

11.0 INTEL
During the Intelligence Phase, you may attempt to gain information, and to reduce the Soviet Alert Level. Also, certain Incident markers will provide Intelligence at other times in the game. You may make one Intel attempt per game turn. 

11.1 Intelligence Procedure 
To conduct Intelligence, consult the Intelligence Table and use the following procedure:
 
1) Designate which ship will be making the Intelligence attempt. 
2) Determine your Intelligence total by adding up all factors which apply (see the Intelligence Table on page R16).
3) Roll one die; cross-index that die roll with the columns for the Intelligence Value of that ship. 
4) Apply the outcome immediately. 

11.2 Intelligence Results
Intelligence Results are explained with the Intelligence Table. A result may be you gaining information about various forces on the map, as well as potentially changing the Alert level, or gaining a turn. 

11.3 Aircraft Reconnaissance Missions
Air units flying missions may perform “Recon” missions. To do so, simply move (fly) any air units into a space containing a SBG or Coastal Defense unit. This will reveal all enemy units there (and usually triggers combat).

Note: Once a Soviet unit or marker is revealed, it remains so for as long as it is on the map. This represents the SOSUS sonar network, satellites, shadowing submarines, et cetera.

11.4 Glitches
The Glitches marker represent the general fog of war. They act like units, but when picked, they are placed back into their pool instead of being played. Glitches are never destroyed.

12.0 MOVEMENT
Your ships move via the map spaces. In general, a CVBG always moves at the speed of its slowest ship. 

12.1 Movement Procedure
Each Movement Phase, you may move your CVBG up the printed speed of its slowest ship. To do so, move the CVBG marker from space to space in any direction or combination of directions. Movement is never mandatory.

Exception: Outfitting and repair generally disallows movement during that game turn, unless noted otherwise.

12.2 Speed
Ships can either move normally, known as “Cruise Speed” or at “Maximum Speed”. To move at the maximum speed, you must expend fuel per each CVBG; one fuel increment must be expended to increase all of the ships’ movement two additional spaces. 

Exception: All nuclear-powered ships (CVN, SSBN, SSN, and CGN, i.e., those counters with an atom symbol printed above the depiction) may move at maximum speed at no cost in fuel (although a nuclear-powered ship’s speed cannot be increased further with Fuel). For example, an SSN can move five spaces normally, or up to seven as maximum speed at no cost in fuel.

Thus, if you have a ship with a cruise speed of “4”; this means that you can move that ship one, two, three or four spaces per movement phase. Or, if a maximum move, you can move that ship up to six spaces. 

12.3 Effects of Damage on Speed
If damage has reduced a carrier’s propulsion, you can only move it up to the speed indicated by the Engine marker on the Engine space. Non-carrier ships which are damaged move at half (½) speed (round up any fractions), whereas a crippled ship of any type may never move. 

12.4 Types of Spaces
The map is comprised of several kinds of spaces that affect movement somewhat differently.
High Seas: These are the regular spaces (dot spaces).
Chokepoints: These are treated like High Seas, except that your task force must stop whenever you enter one. You can proceed normally next turn. Add plus one to the number of Incident markers you pick. 
Transit Points: These are sea spaces connecting two sea routes, and are treated as normal High Seas spaces (dots), from where you can move your task force in any connected direction.
NATO Bases: You may enter your task force in a NATO naval bases, but you must stop there. You can proceed normally on the next turn. 

Note: Once in a Naval Base space, your task force can conduct all game functions there (such as Logistics and launching aircraft, et cetera). 

Objective: Your task force may enter Objectives, but must stop there (at which time an extra Incident chit is then picked). You can proceed normally on the next turn.
Soviet Naval Bases: You can enter these, but you must stop there. Then, engage in combat against any coastal defense units. Whenever entering a Soviet Naval Base, you must add two (+2) to the number of Incident markers you pick.
SBG: You can enter these, but you must stop there (including Standoff units, unless no contact occurs, in which case Standoff units may continue to move). Then, engage in combat against that SBG, if contact occurs.

12.5 Out of Lane
You may move via Navigation Lines which are not part of your Mission orders. However, the Incident markers can provide sanctions for doing this (see the Incident Markers Chart).

13.0 SOVIET MOVEMENT
SBG may be required to move by Incident marker explanations. The player must move the SBG the designated number of spaces. However, a SBG must cease movement if they enter a space containing any USN unit, or enter a Soviet Naval Base.

Note: Soviet Coastal Defense units never move. 

Under no circumstances may any Soviet units enter NATO Bases. If they receive a movement instruction to do so, they cease movement in the last space before entering that base.

14.0 STACKING 
There is no limit to the number of units (of either side) which may be in a space, or in a CVBG or SBG marker. However units that enter an enemy occupied space must end their current movement there, and combat must be resolved during the Combat Phase.

14.1 Hangars 
The number of aircraft which may be carried on a carrier is limited by the current hangar space value. If a carrier’s hangar space is ever reduced below the number of air units, then you must select and then eliminate air units until the limit is not exceeded by the aircraft aboard. A carrier hangar always has a capacity equal to its current value. 

Designer’s Note: The hangar space inherently accounts for aircraft stored on the deck for game purposes.

14.2 NATO Bases
NATO Bases have unlimited air basing capacity.

15.0 BASING CAPACITY
Air units that are not presently in flight (as when conducting a Standoff Attack) must be based on NATO airbases (such as Iceland) or aircraft carriers, either in hangars or on the flight deck. An air unit does not require any hangar or flight deck capacity while it is en route to or from a target, only when it ends its movement.

Note: The Soviet CVL-1 aircraft carrier has an automatic capacity of five aircraft, and is set up with the five Soviet aircraft that are printed with an aircraft carrier silhouette. Those units are not placed into any pool, but set aside.

A USN aircraft carrier includes both a hangar capacity and a flight deck capacity; a USN aircraft carrier may not base more air units than its hangar capacity and its flight deck capacity (combined), although you may only launch as many aircraft from a carrier equal to that aircraft carrier’s flight deck capacity (during any single phase).

Note: A Flight Deck Crew marker adds one to an aircraft carrier’s flight deck capacity. 

Land bases have unlimited basing capacity and thus are not relevant to this rule (any number of air units may be launched from an available NATO base).

15.1 Cruise Missiles
USN cruise missiles are carried by any SSN, BBG CG or DDG (but not DD, FFG or AO) in the CVBG (cruise missiles may not be carried by aircraft carriers; they are not air units, although they are printed with factors like other units). When setting up the game, place cruise missiles underneath any carrying ship as an indicator.

Cruise missiles which are being carried do not have any defensive value. If the ship carrying a cruise missile receives any hit, one cruise missile is eliminated per each individual hit. If a ship is sunk, then all cruise missiles on it are eliminated.

15.2 Recovery
After finishing a Standoff Attack, air units must return to their own carrier (the carrier they launched from). If their carrier is sunk, they are eliminated immediately instead.

Exception: If an air unit’s carrier is sunk, they can return to any other friendly aircraft carrier or NATO Base within their range. 

The maximum quantity of air units that may be returned to an aircraft carrier is equal to that aircraft carrier’s hangar capacity plus its flight deck capacity (hangar + flight deck). Any based air units in excess of an aircraft carrier’s net capacity (hangar + flight deck) must be eliminated immediately.

Note: Flight deck capacity may be reduced during combat by enemy action. 

Recovery does not trigger the draw of an Incident marker.

Cruise missiles are treated as air units when conducting an attack, except that they are eliminated automatically after use, regardless of the outcome. 

16.0 INCIDENT PHASE
During the Incident Phase, you must pick a number of Incident chits equal to the number indicated by the current Alert Level. You must draw Incident chits if you move or stay in the same space. 

Example: An Alert of “3” means pick three markers. 

16.1 Incident Modifiers
Whenever a task force enters a Soviet Base, pick two additional Incident chits. Whenever a task force enters a Chokepoint, pick one additional Incident chit. If both an objective and a soviet base, pick three.

Exception: A CVBG in a NATO base never picks Incident markers. They are safe havens, representing other forces not shown in the game. 

16.2 Incident Chits
As you pick Incident chits, reveal them. Incidents which generate Soviet combat units are placed to one side, to be resolved during the Combat Phase (after the conclusion of all other Incident resolutions). All other Incidents are placed face up in the order in which they were picked, and are resolved immediately, if relevant (see the Incident Chart).

All Incident markers picked (and then played) are returned to the pool at the end of the Incident Phase. 

Note: Instructions for an Incident marker may supersede the other rules of the game. These are special cases for that incident. 

17.0 REVEALING SOVIET UNITS
Soviet SBG are revealed (flipped face up) permanently under any of the following circumstances:
 
1) If a USN unit is in the same space as a Soviet SBG (assuming contact occurred; see 18.0).
2) As a result of Intelligence Operations (see above). 

Once a Soviet SBG is revealed, all the units in its holding box are flipped face up and remain revealed for the remainder of the game. However, if all of the ships of a SBG are eliminated (or are all a glitch), then remove the SBG marker from the map.



17.1 Glitch 
A Soviet Glitch marker is removed from the map when it is revealed, but it is placed back into the Soviet pool. 

18.0 CONTACT
When units of two opposing sides are together in the same space, after the Incident phase, you must determine if contact has occurred between those two opposing forces. When contact occurs, it applies to all units in a space, not just some units, regardless of how they are arranged in that space.

Exception: If a “Contact” Incident marker has been picked for that space, contact is automatic; proceed to rule 20.0 to begin combat.

18.1 Contact Procedure
1) First, you must determine the Contact Rating for the USN side; this is the total of the USN CIC Leadership value (or the CAG Leadership value if this is a Standoff type of attack) and the EW Rating of any one USN ship or air unit set up on the Tactical Display.
2) Second, you must determine the Contact Rating for the Soviet side; this is the total Soviet EW Rating of a Soviet ship or air unit with the highest EW Rating that is set up on the Tactical Display, plus the current Soviet Alert Level.

Note: Only an air unit that is aloft (not still stacked with an aircraft carrier on the Tactical Display) may add its EW Rating. 	 

3) Third, subtract the net Soviet Contact Rating (determined above) from the net USN Contact Rating (determined above), yielding a final result (which may be a positive or negative result). 

Note: See the Contact Chart for a tabulation of all plus and minus modifiers.

4) Fourth, roll one six-sided die and add that die roll to the yielded final result above, and cross-reference the sum of that yielded final result plus the die roll on the Contact Chart. The Contact Chart will indicate whether contact has occurred or no contact has occurred, and which side has the “Tactical Edge” (see 20.2). If contact has occurred, begin the Tactical Routine (see 20.0), if no contact has occurred, nothing happens for that game turn, but both sides will co-exist in that space for the rest of that game turn.

18.2 Break-Off
The USN player may, if he has the Tactical Edge, opt to ‘break-off’ from contact instead of engaging in combat. To do this, you must expend one Fuel (if there are any non-nuclear ships in your CVBG). If no Fuel is available, then no break-off occurs. 

Exception: Cruise missiles may not break-off.

To execute a break-off, you simply move your CVBG one space closer to any NATO base, into any adjacent playable sea space (or into a NATO Base), but never into a space containing a SBG. Moreover, all ships in the CVBG must break-off together.

Air units that break-off must immediately land (recover). 

When a break-off occurs, no combat results, and no Incident marker is picked for the break-off move. 

18.3 Soviet Tactical Edge
If the Soviets have the Tactical Edge, combat must be initiated. There is no Soviet break-off.

Designer’s Note: Soviet naval doctrine was to attack aggressively in order to maximize damage to NATO naval forces. 

19.0 LAUNCHING USN STANDOFF ATTACKS
You may launch standoff attacks (USN air units, cruise missiles) during your Air Launch Phase. In the case of air units aboard an aircraft carrier, only as many may be launched as equals that carrier’s flight deck capacity (see 18.0). In the case of cruise missiles, you may launch any number of them as are being carried by any present USN ships. 

19.1 Procedure 
To launch a standoff attack, place the air and/or cruise missiles on any space within range (including the same one as the firing ship), and conduct the steps as follows:

1) Designate the Air/Missile units to be launched. Designate a target space that contains Soviet units (including the same space as the carrier). 
2) Move the launched standoff units up to a number of spaces (on the Sea Lane) up to or equal to their printed range.
3) Go to the Tactical Routine.

19.2 Refueler Type Aircraft
If a refueler type of aircraft (KA, KC) accompanies an air launch, then double the printed ranges of air units (but never missiles). This requires the refueler type of aircraft to be flying in the space containing the air units. 

Exception: A refueler aircraft itself cannot be doubled in range. 

20.0 TACTICAL ROUTINE (AFTER CONTACT)
The Tactical Routine is triggered when USN and Soviet combat units are in the same space (this can include ships, aircraft, and/or missiles) after contact has occurred (see 18.0). You must then follow the Tactical Routine (below) during that same turn’s Combat phase. 

20.1 Step 1 (Determine Attacker)
Whichever side’s unit(s) entered a space containing an enemy unit is considered to be the attacker for that combat phase. If an incident marker generates Soviet units in a space containing any USN unit, the Soviet units are considered to be the attacker, except in the specific case of a “Contact” incident marker. If the incident marker that generates Soviet units is a Contact incident marker, then the USN is considered to be the attacker instead.

Note: It is permissible for multiple units to enter a space from different spaces; they are all considered to be the attacker. 

20.2 Battle Deployment
To resolve a battle, remove the units in the space from the map and place them in the Tactical Display (place the Battle marker in the map space from where the battling units were removed), and follow the Tactical Routine, listed below:
 
1) Contact: Determine who has the “Tactical Edge”, using the Contact Procedure (above). If this results in a Break-off, then this ends the Combat Sequence. If not, then continue the Tactical Routine. 
2) Attacker and Defender Set up: Deploy in the Tactical Display. Whichever side does not have the Tactical Edge sets up first. The side with Tactical Edge sets up second. The attackers deploys in the Attacker zone, the defender in the Defender zone. You can choose which zones in which US units will be deployed (Inner or Outer). For Soviet units, you must roll on the following table for each unit’s deployment:

Die roll		1-4	5-6
Standoff Weapon	Outer	Inner
Warship		Inner	Outer


Designer’s Note: If you have the Tactical Edge, you can see how the Soviets have deployed before setting up USN units. 
When deploying, you set up US air units which have been launched and are in the battle space in one or both zones. You must deploy the five Soviet carrier aircraft (with the aircraft carrier silhouette symbol – Yak  38s and Ka-25s) if the Soviet CVL-1 aircraft carrier is on the Tactical Display per the table. 

3) Outer Zone Combat 	
	All attacking units and all defending units in their own respective Outer Zones must resolve combat versus the opposing Outer Zone Units in each side’s Inner Zone do not participate and cannot be affected. Combat is resolved by conducting the following steps, each unit firing once per category (a, b, c):

Note: If one side or the other does not have any units in its Outer Zone, proceed to step “(4)” below.

a) Anti-Air Fire: The side with the Tactical Edge conducts all anti-air fire, implementing the results immediately. The side that does not have the Tactical Edge then conducts all anti-aircraft fire, implementing the results immediately. See the combat procedure below (21.0).
b) Anti-Surface: The side with the Tactical Edge conducts anti-surface fire, implementing the results immediately. The side that does not have the Tactical Edge then conducts anti-surface fire, implementing the result immediately. See the combat procedure below (21.0).
c) Anti-Submarine: The side with the Tactical Edge conducts anti-submarine fire, implementing the results immediately. The side that does not have the Tactical Edge then conducts anti-submarine fire, implementing the result immediately. See the combat procedure below (21.0).

4) Inner Zone Combat 
	Move any surviving units in the Outer zones to the inner zones. All attacking units and all defending units must resolve combat (units which participated in combat in the Outer Zone participate in combat again, assuming they survived step “(3)” above), Each unit fires once per category (a, b, c):

a) Anti-Air Fire: The side with the Tactical Edge conducts all anti-air fire, implementing the results immediately. The side that does not have the Tactical Edge then conducts all anti-aircraft fire, implementing the results immediately. See the combat procedure below (21.0).
b) Anti-Surface: The side with the Tactical Edge conducts anti-surface fire, implementing the results immediately. The side that does not have the Tactical Edge then conducts anti-surface fire, implementing the result immediately. See the combat procedure below (21.0).
c) Anti-Submarine: The side with the Tactical Edge conducts anti-submarine fire, implementing the results immediately. The side that does not have the Tactical Edge then conducts anti-submarine fire, implementing the result immediately. See the combat procedure below (21.0).
d) After the Battle: Implement the effects of 22.8 automatically.

5) Victory Determination 
	Tally all of the units eliminated by the battle. If either side had lost (as sunk or eliminated, not merely damaged, crippled or withdrawn) at least half of its ships (of any type, discounting glitches), it is considered to have not won the battle. It is possible for both sides to not win a battle, in which case the battle ends with a draw.

If one side or the other has lost the battle, that side must immediately withdraw to an adjacent space. The space must be closer to a friendly base. If that space is occupied by enemy warships or SBG, then select another adjacent space. If there are no such spaces, there is no withdrawal.

20.3 Fruits of Victory
If one side has won and the other side lost, implement the following results immediately:

USN
1) If the USN won, and if this battle involved the CVBG, raise the CIC Leadership by “one”. 
2) If the USN won, and if this battle involved only USN aircraft, raise the CAG Leadership by “one” (if this involved only USN missiles, there is no effect).

SOVIET
1) If the Soviet won, and if this battle involved the CVBG, lower the CIC Leadership by “one”. 
2) If the Soviet won, and if this battle involved only USN aircraft, lower the CAG Leadership by “one” (if this involved only USN missiles, there is no effect).

20.4 One Battle, One Tactical Routine
If there are enemy units remaining in the same space at the end of the battle (as can happen if neither side lost at least half of its units), there is no continuation of the battle this turn. A new battle could be fought on an ensuing turn, per the normal procedures.

20.5 Ammunition
Finally, reduce the Ammunition track by one space (unless only aircraft were involved in that battle). If you reach the zero space, then it can go no lower. If at zero, CVBG ships have their combat factors reduced to zero. 

Note: This does not affect aircraft carriers or standoff weapons.

21.0 COMBAT PROCEDURE
When one side’s unit(s) conduct attacks against the other side’s unit(s), the following procedure dictates how each unit resolves its attack: 

Note: Firing is not simultaneous. Thus, any damage that is inflicted by fire is assumed to occur before that target also fires, if it hadn’t already fired. 

21.1 What Can Fire at What (Firing Categories)
Anti-surface fire can only be targeted at enemy ships (not submarines) and coastal defense units. Anti-submarine fire can only be targeted at submarines. Anti-air fire can only be targeted at missiles and air units.

Note: It is not required that each unit fire at a different target (see 21.4). Provided that a fire is eligible to target a particular type of unit, a fire can be directed at any target, even if that target has already been targeted. For example, more than one ship may concentrate its fire against a single enemy ship.

21.2 How to Fire
Each unit fires individually (different units cannot ever combine their fire strengths), and each unit can target only one enemy unit (per each of its categories) in each phase. When firing a unit, the USN player always chooses which Soviet unit will be targeted (by each category), provided that the firing unit is eligible to fire at that type of enemy unit (with that category).

21.3 Soviets Fire upon USN Units
When firing Soviet units, they must fire according to the following sequence and protocol:
Missiles 	Air units
Submarines	Surface ships
Coastal Defense
In each category above (missiles, air units, subs, ships and coastal defense), if there is more than one unit in that category, then line then them up in order of their EW factor, firing them in the order of highest to lowest first. If there is more than one of each EW factor, then choose their order randomly. 

Next, for each firing Soviet unit (per the sequence order given above), assign a single target for its fire per the following priority list (pertinent to its eligibility to fire at that target, and assuming that type of target is present):

Target Priorities
1	Missile units	(anti-air)
2	Air units	(anti-air)
3	CV	(anti-surface)
4	BBG	(anti-surface)
5	CGN/CG/CG Aegis	(anti-surface)
6	DDG/DD	(anti-surface)
7	FF	(anti-surface)
8	SSGN	(anti-submarine)
9	Other Ships	(anti-surface)


If there is more than one unit in a category, then the attack is against the unit with the lowest EW rating. If there is more than one of the same EW factor, then choose their order randomly. 
If a particular type of target above is not present, or cannot by targeted by the firing unit, the next type of target on the priority list must be assigned instead. If there is no eligible target for the firing unit, no fire occurs by that unit for that phase.

21.4 What Must Fire at What
Unlike USN fire, each Soviet unit must fire at a different eligible target, if possible (if there is another potential target available on the Target Priorities list). However, if no other different target is available, then a Soviet unit may fire at a unit that has already been targeted.

In any case, each Soviet unit is fired one at a time, and only once per Inner and Outer firing turn. 

21.5 Fire Execution
To resolve an individual firing against a particular enemy target, determine the combat strength of the firing unit (for the appropriate category). If a firing ship contains a specialized crew, add it to that combat strength per the Crew Chart (although specialized crews are not added to combat strength categories of zero). 

Note: Units printed with a zero (0) combat strength for a particular category may not fire at that type of enemy unit. For example, a missile unit with an anti-air value of “0”, an anti-surface value of “3”, and an anti-submarine value of “0” could attack only surface units.

Next, consult the Firing Table on page R16, and roll a quantity of dice equal to the combat factor being fired. A “Hit” result means that you must consult the Hit Table on page R16 and reference the type of unit being attacked. No Effect means take no further action.

When consulting the Hit Table, roll a quantity of dice equal to the number of “Hit” outcomes from the Firing Table. This will provide specific outcomes (see below).

Note: If any enemy unit is eliminated by fire, extra “hits” inflicted against that unit are not carried over to other units, they are lost instead.

21.6 Cruise Missiles
After resolving a cruise missile attack, the cruise missile is eliminated automatically, regardless of the outcome of the attack.

22.0 FIRE OUTCOMES
The Hit tables give the specific combat outcomes. These are explained below. 

22.1 Hits
Any outcomes generated by the Hit Table during the course of a phase are all assumed to be applied at the same time. Thus, if a unit is eliminated before all hits have been implemented, those extra hits are lost—they cannot be applied to other units.

22.2 Hit Effects upon Carriers
Various carrier systems become reduced by hits. If a system goes to zero, that system ceases to function for any game purpose (though you can use repair to possibly restore it). A system cannot be reduced to less than zero, however.

If the Hangar value of an aircraft carrier is reduced, then any aircraft on spaces below the topmost hit space are eliminated.

If a carrier’s Hull value is reduced to zero, the carrier sinks and is permanently eliminated (this is the only way to sink a carrier).

22.3 Hit Effects on other Units
Units can incur damage points, which is represented by placing the designated quantity of damage points with that unit. Damage markers are provided, and these can be used as ‘change’ (for example, two “one” point damage markers equal two points of damage). If the number of Damage markers equals any unit’s defense value, that unit sinks and is eliminated (remove it from the map).

Example: A unit with a defense value of “1” would be eliminated by one damage; a unit with a defense of “2” would be eliminated by two damage, etc.
 
If any ship incurs one or more damage points, reduce all its combat factors, as well as its EW and movement by 50% (half) of its printed value (rounding any fractions up). 

Exception: Defense strength is not ever affected by damage. 

In addition, a damaged ship must suffer the elimination of one cruise missile it is carrying per each damage point.

22.4 Explosion
If an Explosion occurs, roll one die; if the result of that die roll is less than or equal to the target’s printed defense value, it is considered crippled. If the result is greater than the target’s defense value, a catastrophic explosion has occurred, and the ship is eliminated. 

22.5 Crippled 
If Crippled occurs, reduce all of a target’s combat factors, its EW and movement, to zero, which supersedes any previous damage. This also eliminates all air and cruise missiles it is carrying. 

Exception: Defense strength is not ever affected by crippling.

A ship that is crippled (or even damaged) again after already being crippled is sunk immediately. Also, any Coastal Defense unit that is crippled (or even damaged) again after already being crippled is eliminated immediately.

22.6 Eliminated
If an Elimination occurs, place the target in the Sunk box.

22.7 Withdrawal
If a Withdraw result occurs (but only after all other hits have been resolved), remove the units from the Tactical Display. Withdrawn USN units are returned to the CVBG (air units land on any carrier or NATO airbase of your choice). Soviet units are placed in the pool if undamaged (unless part of a SBG, in which case they are returned to the SBG box), or into the Damaged box if it had been damaged.

A unit that withdraws cannot fire after being removed from the map. 

22.8 After the Battle
After a battle, the following effects automatically occur:

USN 
1) All missiles are expended, regardless if they engaged in combat or not. Place USN missiles with units available for purchase via LP. 
2) Return all USN warship units to the CVBG display. This includes units which received a Withdraw result. Damaged ships remain with the CVBG. Crippled ships are removed from the map and placed in the USN Crippled Ship box (assumed to be towed by other ships).
3) Air units land (recover) during the Recovery phase (which is after all combat and objective actions have been resolved). 

Soviet
1) All missiles are expended; return them to their pool. 
2) Eliminated warship units are placed in the Soviet Sunk box. Damaged or crippled warships are placed in the Damaged/Crippled box.
3) Warships which otherwise survived (including Withdrawn ships) and were in BG are returned to that BG (and remain revealed). 
4) Coastal Defense units remain on the map. Remove any damage/cripple markers from them (they are assumed to be repaired). 
5) Other Soviet units are returned to their pool. Any damage markers on air units are removed. 

Designer’s note: Damaged and crippled Soviet warships are out of play owing to abysmal Soviet naval logistics.
 
23.0 SHORE BOMBARDMENT/AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS
Certain scenarios will call for the USN to conduct actions in Objective spaces

23.1 Shore Bombardment
During the Objective phase, your CVBG may conduct Shore Bombardment against any Coastal Defense units in the same space (in such cases, the USN is always the attacker).
Combat against Coastal Defense units is resolved per 21.0; however, the Coastal Defense unit is automatically placed in the Inner Zone, and is attacked exactly as if a normal ship (attacked via anti-surface step b).
23.2 Amphibious Operations
During the Objective phase, some missions will allow you to land Marines or SEALS in the land portion of an objective space (and, in fact, you can do so only in those missions). To do so, all Soviet Coastal Defense units must have been eliminated there previous to that landing. An amphibious operation is automatic once in that space with a CVBG that is stacked with a Marines or SEAL unit.

Soviet bases cannot be used by the USN side if occupied by a Marine or SEAL unit. You may re-embark a Marine or SEALs unit onto a CVBG in the same space during any subsequent game turn (i.e., any game turn after they were debarked).

24.0 WINNING THE GAME
The Mission Orders Chart designates a space which is the objective of your CVBG. Occupying this space by the end of the game constitutes a victory for the player, whereas the failure to occupy the space is a defeat and a triumph for the Soviet Navy.

Note: Some scenarios will also require you to destroy certain Soviet units as a prerequisite to winning.

24.1 Victory Levels
The level of victory can be assessed in terms of Victory Points (VP), which are tracked throughout the course of the game using the VP marker (placed on the LP track). Various game actions will award various levels of VP points, as listed on the Victory Point Chart. Conversely, VP can be lost as a result of various game occurrences. Indeed, it is possible for VP to go lower than zero, and such deficits must be recompensed by equivalent VP awards before being reset to zero. 

Note: Gains/losses for ships damaged and sunk are evaluated at the end of each game turn (although, if a ship is damaged and then sunk later, the VP for that ship is reassessed as a sunk ship; a ship cannot be assessed VP for being both damaged and sunk).

24.2 Automatic Defeat
If your aircraft carrier is sunk, you automatically lose the game, even if you have occupied the objective space.

24.3 VP Defeat
Even if you occupy the objective space, constituting a victory, the game is considered ended as a defeat for you if your VP level is too low (representing, perhaps, a pyrrhic victory that ends your career as a naval officer). This is determined by checking the current VP level at the end of each game turn. If the current VP level is any negative number (for example, -2 or lower), you must roll two six-sided dice. If that die roll is equal to or lower than the absolute value of that negative number on the VP Track, you have lost the game (even if you had occupied the objective). In other words, the higher the negative number, the more likely it is that you will lose the game.

Example: The current VP level at the end of the last game turn is -7. You must then roll two six-sided dice: If the dice roll is 7 or less, you have lost the game.

A defeat in this way is immediate. You do not have a chance to earn VP later in the game to abrogate a defeat that already occurred. 

25.0 THE HUNT FOR RED OKTOBER (rogue submarine) SCENARIO
This scenario modifies the basic game’s victory conditions as follows:

This is the only scenario using the Soviet SSBN unit; to set up this scenario, select the SSBN plus 17 other Soviet warship units, selected at random. Mix them together blindly (including the SSBN) and then place them in three separate piles of six markers each, each representing an SBG. 

Place the SBGs in Murmansk. Place your CVBG normally in the NATO Base Area. 

25.1 SBG Movement
At the start of each turn, roll two dice for each SBG, choosing the higher roll (disregarding the lower roll). This is the number of spaces that the SBG moves (west, starting from Murmansk, to and along the Barents Sea and eventually Greenland Sea Transit Route). If an SBG enters the Atlantic Ocean Entry space, it stops, and all units must be revealed there.

25.2 Winning the Scenario 
You win by destroying the Soviet rogue submarine Red Oktober. There is no VP evaluation in the game; if you fail to eliminate the SSBN, or if the SSBN enters the Atlantic Ocean Entry space (where it is presumed to launch its nuclear payload upon the United States), you lose the scenario. 

